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LeTTens 

Where is that shit?! 

I read your article in the issue with Snake shooting Osama”Hasn’t 

Bin Laiden”on the cover. I saw that you reviewed a G. I. Joe game 
for PS1. I went to a couple of stores and they never heard of it. Can 

you recommend a store that carries this title. Its not even on the 

acclaim website? Please let me know as I am very interested in this 

game. 

-John Donadio 

The game was actually a spoof. In every Foul issue we try 

to do a game spoof司 Itdoes not exist. Hope you e吋oyedthe read 

though. -Ed. 

A Quick Q&A 

QUESTION: If a spinchter had a radius of 5 cm, which would make 

the diameter 1 Ocm .. do you think the bitch would feel my dick ... or 

would it be a fruitless attemptつ

-in China: Wang Long; in Japan: Hung Lo 

We asked our resident guru, Long Duck Dong, who replied, 

℃onfucious say; 'Man with hole in pocket feel cocky all day."' (We 

don’t know what it means eithe吋－Ed.

An artist liking your evil 

I just read Foul and I think it's awesome, and was wondering maybe 

if you needed an illustrator or something for some of your stuff. I’ve 
done stuff for other sites, mostly RPG and War game stuff, but I 

wouldn’t mind getting in on this. I’m not looking for pay really just 

someplace that when I draw Princess Toadstool giving head to 

Mario, it'll be appreciated. 

I got a site getting built now I can give you the link and see some 
of my work. 

So what do you say? 

-Juan (in Miami) 

Hey Juan, we are always looking to get some new material 

added. Anyone interested in sending us free shit is cool in our book. 

For the ultra cool we reward them with a free FOυL t-shirt. 

Remember .. the more foul the better. -Ed. 

Got something you want to get off your chest? 
盟辺！：Foul Magazine/ 18 Saint Marks Place/ New York, NY 10003 

E皿辺！： le杭ers@foulmag.com

All content of Foul is protected by international copyright law and o馴凶byMultimedia Empire, Inc. 
("ME「）.The Foul name and l勾aare trad胴抗sof MEI. All other ma向田P『日開rtyof their res閃ctive
owners. Foul may contain content that is objectionable, and if you find it objectionable, please don’t 
read it. Foul also contains parodi田， andif you spot something too absurd to民true,it may just be 
a parody. 

WEB 2 ZONE COOPER SQUARE 
52-54 Cooper Square, New York 
(212) 614-7300 info@web2zone.com 

www.web2zone.com 

Bring this ad in and recieve a hαIf hour of free game play. 
expires April 25th 2002 



”臥noconeLessons 

LESSON 7: BECOMING A FOUL SCOUT 

If you’ve been keeping up with our 
“Becoming Hardcore”lessons and doing your 
homework, you’re probably almost quasトsoftcoreby now. 

You may be frustrated. After all, it’s been, what, six les-

sons? You look in the mirror and see your punk face and 

you get sad，‘cause your face is all punky-looking. This is 

all very understandable. What you want, what you hope for 

above all else (even above Gwyneth Paltrow-clone-hook-

ers rolled in diamonds and frosted with ki社ens)is to some-

how leap-frog to complete hardcoreness. You want a short-

cut, you want to cheat and, boy, do we have an oppo同unト

ty for you. 

If hardcore is what you seek, young padwan, 

there is no quicker path than enlisting as a Foul 

“Scout.”You will receive one pair black shoes, 

one pair black pants and one black shi比 Youwill 

be placed in the Danger Room at Foul Academy 

and those that survive will have the magazine’s 

symbol seared into their fleshy foreheads. You shall 

then spend 24・hoursin“The Box”and will emerge 

with your spirit broken, your mind warped but you will 

be enlightened, you will be truly hardcore. 

We will then exploit you, demean you and say unkind 

things about your hairstyle and mother. You shall serve 

us in whatever depraved, sadistic manner we see fit, 

perhaps handing out flyers and magazines. The only 

pay you will receive is perhaps a splash of malt-liquor 

in your cupped, chapped hands, and that’s only if 

you’re 21. If you aren’t of legal age, you will be com-

pensated with all the Foul t-shirts you can eat. Keep in 

mind, despite our glowing prose, the job will not be 

glamorousー longand treacherous is the path to 

hardcore. But if you bitch-out now, the terrorists may 

have already won. C’mon you Ii制echicken-shit, join 

up today. If you won’t do it for liberty or freedom, do 

it 'cause we all want co汗eeand it’s re剖lyfucking 

cold outside. 
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(212) 995-8324 

(435) 514-0969 

We’re for real-contact us for grimy, no pay, shit-style 

positions. You won't be disappointed. Unless ... 
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YOU THINK A VIDEO GAME CARES 
15 YOU BEATげす NOWAY.IT’5 LIKE 
MASTURBATING TO A GIRL IN A 

MAGAZINE. IT FEELS GOOD AT THE 
TIME, BUT THEN THERE’STHIS 

EMPTINESS, BECAUSE YOU HAVEN’T 
Acn瓜LLYCONNECTED W汀HANY-

THING REAL! 

BY SETU BERl<OW.庁Z•.• CUECI< OUT帥怖'W.GWCOMICS.COM FOR MORE FUN CO.刈IX!



CR: Have you ever played any video gamesつ
Steve-0: Super Mano Bros. Back in the day I guess, a 
bit of John Madden football. I never really got into 
video games, I soon discovered that it required work to 
get good at them and decided that if I was Going to 
work at all on anything, it better be something that 
would help me get laid. I can’t picture a lot of chicks 
being impressed by a lot of hard work being applied to 
video games. 

CR: Have you checked out XBox , Game Cube or PS2? 
Steve-0: Nope 

CR: Are any of the guys from Jackass into videos 
aames? 
Steve心： I'veseen some video game set-ups in a few 
people’s places. 

CR: What’s going on with your show Jackass? 
Steve心： Nothing,we’ve begun filming，’Jackass: The 
Movie', I guess it'll be out in December or something. 

CR: You currently have a video out, what’s on it? 
Steve-0: All the stuff that nobody wanted me to do 

CR: Why should people pick it up? 
Steve心： Becausethat's the only way they'll ever see it 

CR: Is it like that crazy home wrestling video they have 
out nowつ
Steve心： Thedistribution is set up similar to those 
wrestling videos for now, it’H eventually go retail, but 
that is months away. 

Grand Hotel, you were really pissed off about 
some reporter from Spin Magazine, what 
happened? 
Steve-0: I hadn’t slept in two days, I was too 
tired, drunk and jacked up on drugs to deal 
with someone getting in my face taking pho-
tos all night 

I remember this guy sitting next to me askin’ 
me if I was a Steve-0 groupie. I was so insult-
ed I almost punched him and said，’＇No, idiot, 
I’m his friend.’l can see why Steve-0 was not 
in the mood for this guy. 

CR: Can you tell me a little about ’Dee’，who 
Claims to be your bi-sexual girlfriend? 
Steve-0: I could probably spend the rest of 
my life with her and not understand her any 
better than you do. We'll never know. 

CR: Where can they buy it now? CR: She was trying to suck on everyone’s fin-
Steve心： www.steveovideo.com gers, what was up with thatつ

Steve-0: Who knows, I don't remember that 
CR: Last time I saw you we were chillin’at the Soho part. 

WWW.foul町lag.com

IDTeRlfle岨，

CR: Does she always flash her breasts for 
the cameraつ
Steve-0: She’s not shy about flashing her 
breasts, they’re good looking breasts. 

If you guys saw this gtげyouwould probably 
blow a load in your pants. a little brunette hot-
tie with a tight bod, big breasts and a free love 
attitude 

CR: You recently moved from Florida to Cali, 
how do you like it? 
Steve-0: I don’t have to like California, I just 
have to be there. LA is everything that Blind 
Date makes it out to be, I love it. 

Steve司 O guest stars on Blind Date on 
February 25th, if you didn’t catch it look for 
的ereruns 

CR: Can you tell me about your experience 
on Blind DateつDidyou dig the chickつ
Steve-0: The girl was rad, I asked for a hot 
slut and I was very pleased with her. It was a 
good date. 

I guess we’II have to wait and watch it! 

CR: Do you actually hang out with the other 
Jackasses and if so what do you guys do? 
Steve心： Weget drunk and pee on each 
other 

CR: What’s the best stunt you have ever 
pulled off? 
Steve-0: I don't know if ’best' is a very appliト
cable word. I don’t think one is better than any 
of the others. they’re all just sorta different. I 
was proud of the plane jump in the Keys, but 
not any more proud than I am of shooting 5oz 
of vodka through an I V. 

CR: What's a stunt that went terribly wrong? 
Steve-0: I burned my face pretty badly in 
1997, it’s on the video. 

CR: What do you want people to know about 
youつ
Steve-0: That I could be the dumbest ass-
hole in the world. 

CR: What stunts do you want to do but 
haven’t yetつ
Steve-0: Most of ’em are in・Jackass:The 
Movie'. 

CR: What is one of the worst pranks one of 
the Jackasses has pulled on youフ
Steve-0: I tend to pull harsh enough pranks 
on myself that people don’t really bother fuck-
mg with me. 

CR: What do you eat for breakfast? 
Steve-0: Bong Hits 

CR: What’s the craziest thing a fan did to 
meet you? 
Steve-0: Brought a kiddie pool full of horse-
shit to one of our shows on tour 

Now that's a dedicated fan! 
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At first glance, you may think that 
State of Emergency is merely a riot game ・ 
but, while that is the main premise, there is other stu宵youmust 

do besides killing and destroying (as much fun as that is). The 

story behind SOE is kind of simple; evil corporation rules with iron 

fist, people don't like this so they revolt and you, my friend, are 

part of that revolution. You must pool your talents (as few as they 

are) and overthrow the corporation. Sounds easy, right? Wrong. 

Not when they send hundreds of guys out to kill your rioting ass. 

Okay, so the story isn・tgreat or very deep, but it's still different. 

They do get points for that. Now what you really care about: 

gameplay. 

SOE's gameplay is relatively simple, you pick up 

weapons and shoot or, if you don’t happen to have a weapon, you 

can perform hand-tcトhandcombat moves. Ah, sounds like fun, 

huh? Well it is, considering the huge amounts of damage you can 

deal out. You回 nblow up回 rs,buildings, people -you name it 

and you伺 nprobably blow it up. There are two modes in the 

game you回 nplay through，”kaos”or revolution. In kaos mode, 

your goal is to get as many points as you can by destroying both 

living and non-living things. When you get tired of mindless 

destruction, you can always be part of a cause and fight the man, 

pe斤ormingmissions to help the movement along. 

The graphics in the game are 

very nice. The characters do 

resemble those of Grand Theft 

Auto 3 but that's about the only 

similarity. The environments are 

huge, with many things to blow up 

(tee hee!), and they are put together 

very nicely. You might want to play 

kaos mode and unlock all the levels 

first so you回 nlearn the lay of the 

land. When you do decide to play 

revolution mode, there is an arrow 

that points which way to go, but play-

ing through kaos mode will help you 

a lot. Also, there is a huge amount of 

people on the screen at once, making 

it confusing when you're trying to kill 

hordes of those corporation bastards 

out for your head. Oh, and don't be 

too trigger happy, because you lose 

points for killing civilians -not that 

it stopped me, but I thought I should 

mention it. It's done in an attempt to 

deter you from killing everything on 

the screen and it doesn't work. 

While SOE is fun -I mean, killing and destroying is always 

fun -ultimately it gets old real soon. I enjoy mindless destruction 

as much as the next guy, but ugh. To break this they did add the 

revolution mode, which sends you on d1符erentmissions. It's also 

fun at first but this too becomes tedious. The one problem I had 

with the missions was that there was no variety among them. 

www.foulmag.com 



Each mission is pre伏ymuch the same formula. Go here, 

beat this guy up and jack him for his shit; or go get some guy, 

protect him and get him to this place; or go get an item and 

take it over there. And that’s it. All you do is either go and beat 

some people up or go and protect some wimpy putz. Another 

problem I had with revolution mode was the fact that you’re 
part of this huge revolution and you’re the only one doing any-
thing. Nobody helps you at all. It's always you against millions 

of pricks while the person your helping just stands there and 

gets their ass kicked. You have to do everything except wipe 

their fucking ass for them. I'm sorry, but I wouldn’t be part of a 

revolution were it was me against everyone else. Have they 

never heard of team work? It would be nice to get some back-

up, since it is just you, armed with a gun holding only 50 

bullets, against an entire army of corporate security. 

Since there are hideouts for the revolutionaries, one 

would think you could be able to go to these areas and at least 

get some life or a gun. Nope. Once again you are left to fend 

for yourself and just pray that you回 noutrun the masses long 

enough to find a de田 ntweapon. Believe me, the fa同heryou 

get into the level the harder your enemies become. I’m talking 

hundreds of guys chasing you with any weapon imaginable 

and, u『ilikeyou, they回 nlock on to your running ass. 

While it's nice to have hundreds of pe叩 leon the screen 

running around and screaming crazy shit, that's about all 

they’re doing. Since people are rioting, I would expect to see 

a lot more looting. Another thing, I've been in huge mobs 

before and where ever there are gunshots people tend to run 

in the opposite direction, not just run around in circles. But 

these little things don’t mess with the overall experience; it’s 

just something I noticed. 

亡

While SOE does have its flaws, it’s still is a very fun 

game. If you’re looking for engrossing garneplay, then you're 

barking up the wrong tree. But if you're looking for mindless 

destructive fun without all the annoying warrants and jail-

time, then you’ve come to the right game. SOE delivers what it 

said it would; killing and destruction with a little twist. If you’re a 

fan of just blowi『igshit up, this is definitely the title for you. 

www.foulmag.com 



becomes invincible for 20 sec-
onds, leaving a trail of undead 
bodies in his wake. There is 
also plenty of secret stuff to 
find in the game. You could be 
walking across the grass and 
ta-da, a chest magically 
appears and you now have a 
few more coins in your pocket 
(yeah!). The music in 
Maximo is also very catchy. 
You will find yourself humming 
the music especially the first 
stage’s songー lcouldn’t get 
that damn tune out my head!! 

Ah, Maximo... (No, 
not Maximus from “Gladiator," 
you uninformed putz.) Maximo, 
Capcom's new adventure game, 
is the long awaited sequel to the 
ever-popular Ghouls and 
Ghosts, or for some of you 
Ghosts and Goblins. While 
these were 20 side scrollers, 
Maxi『nohas taken a leap into 
the future and become a com-
pletely 30 experience and a 
very nice looking 30 experience 
at that. Capcom has created a 
great game worthy of the former 
title's prestige. My only hope is 
that other game companies will 
start the tradition of having cute 
guy characters running around 

While I am really fond of this 
“Taste the fury of my Magical Underpants!" title, there are still some things 

in their underwear. (I would truly appreciate this.) 
Anyway, let me tell you why I'm feelin・thisgame so 
much. 

First off, Maximo returns home after being away for 
awhile, only to find his country taken over and his girl 
hitched to his once-trusted advisor, Achille. If that shit ain’t 
enough, Achille has taken the power of the dead (skele-
tons, zombies and the like) to do his bidding. Maximo 
finds out and goes to lay a serious hurting on Achille, but 
gets killed almost as soon as he busts through the door. 
Talk about being punked. Death then makes a proposition 
with Maximo. He will send him back to the world of the liv-
ing to beat Achille down and diminish the power he has 
over the dead. And thus Maximo’s adventure begins; he 
must cut through hordes of undead fucks to kill Achille, 
save his kingdom, but, most importantly, to get his punany 
back 

Pretty good story huh? Revenge from beyond the 
grave is always cool, but that's not all that makes this 
game kick-ass. The game itself looks really nice. The 
graphics are clean and colorful and, while the character 
design is a little kiddy-looking, you will never feel like 
you’re playing a kiddy game. The gameplay is your typical 
adventure-platform game. You run Maximo around picking 
up power ups and ”koins”to buy items and shit. And don't 
forget to make sure you always have at least a 100 koins 
at the end of each level, because you have to pay 100 
koins to save your game, which is kinda sucky. A lot of the 
levels require for you to jump from plaげormto platform, 
which, like any platform game, can become frustrating, 
especially if you keep falling. But, other than this, the lev-
els are well put together. 

Maximo gets a whole shit-load of abilities to use, like 
the ability to throw his shield, flame sword and other cool 
stu仔 Also,Maximo can gain armor. You usually have to 
find it or unlock it from a treasure chest. Don't worry, keys 
pop up all the timeー justmake sure you pick them up. 
You can also go back to previous levels to pick up items 
and get more money - believe me, you'll need dough to 
survive. If you pick up 2 pieces of armor, Maximo 

that stop me from being really 
happy with my entire experience. First off, one thing that 
pissed me o仔isthe fact that it took only like 3 or 4 hits 
from an enemy for your armor to break off. I am not one to 
complain about a cute guy running around in his drawers, 
but not when I'm trying to get through the goddamn level 
without dying! This can become REALLY annoying. 
Hopefully, later on in the game you'll be able to extend 
your life gauge. Another thing was that, when you go to hit 
an enemy, there is a slight delay, allowing the bad guy first 
dibs on hits. This is not cool, especially when Maximo is 
down to his boxers. In addition, the gameplay stays rel-
atively the same: slash, jump, slash, jump and that's 
pretty much it. At no time will you be amazed by some-
thing that you have to do. You will never go, "Holy shit I 
wasn’t expecting that I would have to do that！” But it is still 
early on in the game and Capcom still has time to prove 
me wrong {I hope) 

Aside from these little flaws, Maximo is a very solid 
and fun game. If you enjoy adventure games or if you’re 
just a huge Ghouls and Ghosts geek, Maximo is definitely 
a title that delivers and does justice to its roots. Any game 
with cute guys running around in their boxers gets a plus 
in my book! (Woo Hoo!) 
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This same exact thing happened to me during a 
field-trip to the Museum of Natural History 
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Raider game. The Left stick moves Rynn, the right one 
adjusts the viewpoint, L 1 and R1 are for talking, opening 
doors and cycling through your inventory, and R1 and R2 are 
your strafe and target lock on/o仔keys.The other buttons are 

for attacking, jumping, a first-
person view (when you equip 
bows), and summoning magic 
Arokh can fly in any direction 
with the left stick, the right stick 
pitches him up or down, L 1 
selects the type of magic used, 
L2 strafes, R1 fires his primary, 
and R2 his secondary attack. 
You use the Triangle and X but-
tons for takeoffs, landings, and 
ascending and descending 
maneuvers along with the ana-
log sticks. Learn these controls 
well, and you'll be smiling like a 
Cheshire cat every time you 
take Arokh out for a spin. 
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The final boss is this “evil”crate 



by knockout, submission, refeト
ee's decision or by the other 
side throwing in the towel (a 
needless option). 

On the ground, in additional to 
punching combinations or 
es回 peattempts, both the句協
er on top or on the bottom伺 n
go for a submission move. A 
submission is either some sort 
of choke or arm or除gwork, 
such as an arm bar, key lock or 
heel hook. Some fighters are 
also able to go for submissions 
in the standup mode, but this is 
rare and they usually don’t work. 

F。rth。sewh。aren't
in the kn。1W,in the real 
world the UFC is a true (read: 
real, not with actors) mixed mar-
tial arts competition that pits fight-
ers of di汗erentdisciplines against 
one another. Originally started in 
1993 to determine which of the 
martial arts was superior, much 
has changed since the ea叶yUFC 
tournaments, where the winner 
fought 3 fights in one night. For 
example, there are no longer 
tournaments, but individual fights, 
now in weight divisions, gloves, 
rules and state sanctioning. 
Fighters no longer train in just 
one discipline, but cross-train, 
which has ensured that there is no 
longer a dominant style of百ghter
or victory. 

You see Bi”y, when one筑ghterloves another The. game play here is in 
fighter very much… learning the submissions 

The reality translates pretty well to the Xbox - there are 
no gravity defying tricks but rather real moves that you’ve 
seen these fighters try in the UFC events. The game boasts 
27 fighte隠 outof the box, all veterans of UFC fights, with an 
additional several that can be unlocked. Sadly, those 
unlocked include two ring回 rdgi巾 ，taking away from the 
”reality”of what is really a very good fighting sim噌 Other
unlocked characters include lce-T (what the hell is he doing 
hereつ），Bruce Buffer (the ring announcer) and the referees. 
Tito Ortiz is prominently featured in the game, but there are 
somefighte『sthat haven't seen the UFC in years, and we are 
STILL missing Randy Couture, the UFC Heavyweight 
Champion since 2000. What gives? The PS2 Throwdown 
game will do away with some of the older fighters and toss in 
some new ones, again whetting our appetite for that game. 

UFC: Tapout tor the Xbox is a great looking game, 
improving on the Dreamcast and PS versions. In short Crave 
(and developer Dream Factory) deliver a hit for the Xbox, but 
it is not quite a knockout punch. Great graphi回 ，fluid
movement and great 2 player game play make this a s泊nd-
out, but some minor complaints, and particularly the lack of 
key features that will be contained in the PS2 UFC: 
Throwdown game, leave me feeling like this is just another 
emasculated Xbox game that got rushed to market early 
(although months later than its planned Xbox launch-date 
release). 

Whether you play in Arcade Mode (one fighter takes on 
successive fighters until he loses), UFC or Tournament 
Mode (essentially the same 8 man tournament, which takes 
3 fights to win) or Exhibition (you vs a CPU or a live oppo-
nent, or, if you’ve got no friends and don’t want to play, CPU 
vs. CPU), each game starts in the standing mode, where play-
ers throw fairly standard punch and kick combos with the four 
control pad buttons. You日 nal回 tryto go for the takedown, 
or defend against it. The standl』p,or striking mode, doesn't 
o宵ermuch more than most fighting games; it is when the 
game goes to the ground that things get more exciting and 
more tactical. Whether in standup or on the ground, UFC 
O宵ersthe standard Stamina and Strength meters; you can win 

(poorly detailed in the documen-
tation) and learning the defenses and reversals. A fighter 
from the top has superior striking ability (this is where the 
blood usually flows) and it is generally the more advanta-
9伺 usposition. A fighter on the bottom，岡山ularlyif he is 
trained in submission fighting, can readily win a fight. The 
standup game is not te『riblymuch different than any standard 
fighter game; the ground game，向IIof bloody strikes, submis-
sions and raver回 Is.The groundwo水 gameis similar to the 
UFC; many of the strikes, holds and positions are so familiar 
that you really臼 nfeel that you are in the octagon. 

In addition the fighters in the game, there is a”Create-
A-Fighter" mode. While it is nice to see an additional num・
ber of fighting styles you回 nchoose from, it left me wonder-
ing why there were no Brazilian Jui-Jitsu stylists already in the 
game. Most confusing, however, is that the somewhat 
detailed creation system leads to almost nowhere: there is 
no career mode in which you upgrade your skills, learn 
new moves, build strength or s匂mina,etc. You create 
your fighter and you’re as good as you're ever going to get; 
you回 nfight in a tournament and be the champ in a few min司

utes. The PS2 Throwdown game will have a伺『・eermode (as 
well a handful of new自ghters},confirming my suspicion that 
the game was rushed. 

•C。ntinued on page 45 

Replay option means homoe『oticismsquared! 
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On one hand.訓fWFRaw is War for the 
Xbox is the most spectacular-looking 
JD wrestling game ever made, with a unique 
grappling engine and an excellent, deep Create-A-Superstar 
option that will keep you busy for weeks on end if you’re into 
the ”sport”On the other hand, it’s also a first-generation 
game that has a few flaws due to its being rushed out the 
door to the rabid WWF fanbase. The developer, Anchor, who 
did the remarkable UFC game for the Dreamcast, was obvi-
ously a good choice for this one 
ーthepresentation is amazing, 
and non-fans will even get 
caught up in the TV-style pres-
entation, with all its pyrotech-
nics and drivi『igintro music. 

Raw's play modes 

nent grabs a pair of sunglasses or a lobster claw. In the cre-
ate-a-wrestler feature, you’H see many’つ？？？” slots-these 
are items that you have to find during the game by doing spe-
cific things. I can see some of you out there avoiding the 
crates entirely, and just going into pure grappling mode 
Oc回 sionally,you'll get interference from another wrestler, 
and this can be a help or a hindrance -sometimes the guy or 
gal butting in will turn on you in a flash, like a bad dog! 
Sometimes the CPU wrestler gets stuck outside the ring, or 

will start pounding on your manager 
for no reason while time runs out, 
forcing a draw or some quick thinking 
on your part 

The game has a solid graph-
ics engine that shows off some great 
detailed wrestler models, for the 
most paは.While most of the major 
WWF superstars here look fine, the 
women all look a bit dogly and thick. 
Many of the moves are fairly smooth, 
but everyone has this weird robotic 
walk that shatters the illusion of the 
otherwise excellent ring entrances. 
The music and sounds are tight, 

include: Exhibition (which has 2 
types of Tag Team bouts), 2 o「
3-on-1 Handicap, Battle Royal, 
Triple Threat, & Fatal 4-Way 
There's also a Royal Rumble, 
and a number of title matches 
you can challenge. Unlike 
凶IWFSmackdown, there's no 
story mode to speak of, which 
is a huge loss -fans of all the 

Every pit-hair is painsta’dngly rendered making up somewhat for the less 

backstage drama will no doubt be miffed somewhat. The 
game has a great tutorial that explains everything in exten-
sive, easy to understand detail about how to get your supeト
star to move around the ring and grapple with the rest of the 
best. I highly recommend this to you non-manual readers out 
there -you'll have you ass handed to you time and again if 
you don’t pay attention. 

The moves each wrestler has are extensive, and part of 
the challenge in Raw is keeping a quick eye on the stamina 
bar located near your player's feet. Every move in the game 
takes energy, and if you try to mash them out rapidly, you’H 
more often than not be on the receiving end of some elbow 
or knee induced pain. You also have to deal with 
the Voltage Meter, a gauge representing the 
crowd’s reaction. You'll need to use your charac-
ter to excite and taunt the mob, sending the 
Voltage Meter back and forth during a match. If 
you’re lucky enough to beat up on your opponent 
until he or she is groggy, the box next to their 
stamina meter will flash, meaning you have a few 
seconds to try a pin, submission hold or finishing 
move. It can really be a bit annoying to take a 
created player up against a mega-popular lug like 
The Rock, simply because the crowd’s going to 
be on his side for a good deal of the match, mak-
ing him harder to pin! You have to pull o符some
really nice moves and hope that the audience 1・・・・・山’

than impressive-looking crowd. 
There are no announcers during the matches, which is sort 
of weird, considering the endless ringside babbling during 
the actual telecasts. I love that you can tailor your created 
character to use any intro in the game, although you can’t 
make a customized soundtrack, which is another downer. 

Also a downer are the things that have plagued most 
wrestling games for years - Raw can be incredibly slow 
and stiff at times. Yes, there are loads of moves for each 
character, but I played Virtua Fighter 4 just after Raw, and 
that game has about as many moves to learn, yet animates 
so much more fluidly than Raw does. A few of the characters 
even have wrestling specific moves that put some of the sig-

nature moves here 
to shame. It made 
me wonder why US 
companies don’t 
approach Sega, 

decides to back you for a few seconds so that 
you can pull o仔awin (tough, but it can happen). The punishing“taint-grab” 

Tecmo, Namco, or 
Capcom to do a 
better wrestling 
game. Again, if 
you’re a fan of the 
genre, WWF Raw 
is War is a great 
game, but Giant 
Gram 2000 and the 
Fire Pro games are 
so much better 
overall. Until a US 

You can also find items to use during matches as either 
weapons or wearable accessories hidden in strategically 
placed crates outside the ring. This adds a ridiculously comic 
touch to fights if you grab, say, a hand-puppet and your oppo-

developer or pub-
lisher can successfully copy these games, companies like 
Anchor will be the only ones that wrestling fans here can 
count on to bring them the best that the WWF has to o符臥
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What makes VF4 so good? Lush graphics, a number of 
stellar play modes, and again, that learning curve that will sepa-
rate expeパsfrom伺 sualplayers within a few matches. Gone are 
the floating jumps, evade button, and ridiculously complex com-
bos from the previous VF games, as well as VF:Js tilted stage 
designs. VF4 goes back to the four-cornered arenas and rings of 
part one, and adds elements made popular in other fighters 
(breakable walls, weather e符ectsand dynamic lighting). Yu 
Suzuki and his AM2 team know what makes a good fighter -
not throwing fireballs骨omunder a skirt, fatalities, or gallons of 
blood, but CPU opponents that move, fight, and counter blows 
with un回 nnyskill and realism. There are a few flashy signature 
moves, but you won't be seeing any 133-hit combos or huge hit 
explosions while you’re playing. 

Most of the cast from previous games have made the trip 
to the PS2 version, and the two new character宮，VanessaLewis 
and Lei Fang, fit in just fine with the returning crew. Unlike other 
fighters out there, each character doesn’t have a storyline that 
has you playing them all to find out the plot, but you'll de百nitely
want to play through to try out the various fighting styles. You回 n
be truly cheap and try to ring out most of the CPU opponents, but 
you won't be doing yourself any just間 ifyou do - besides, the 
computer is too sharp, and will reverse and counter you all over 
your face, all over the place 

There are a LOAD of play options here -the usual A悶 de,
VS, and Sparring (Training) modes, plus a wonde『fulAl mode 
where you”raise”and train your fighter of choice. The new 
Kumite mode is a total blast to play, despite being tougher than 
King Kong's calluses. The game simulates an ar・田 detourna-
ment, but here you'll go up against CPU players that vary in fight-
ing skill. Some are easy to beat, others will have you inches from 
destroying your controller, and that’s the fun here - you don’t 
know who’s next until you face them, and that unpredictability 
keeps you on your toes. Finally, the Data File mode allows you to 
save your characters stats and collect items you gather through-
out the game 

AM2 did a remarkable job of bringing VF4 from the Naomi 
a悶 deboard to the”less powe巾r’PS2.The characters and 
backgrounds are stunning, and everything moves at 60 

although don’t expect a huge variety in the way of dialogue or 
memorable tunes. Go play Dead or Alive 2 or 3 with its bouncing 
breasts and Aerosmith blaring out y。urspeakers if you want that 

The game has a few tiny issues regarding control -although 
VF4 allows you to configure the buttons on it; the Dual Shock 2 
is a piss-poor substitute for an arcade stick. There is a cus-
tom stick for the import version, or you伺 npick up lnteract's mas-
sive Shadowblade -either one is a marked improvement over 
carpal tunneling yourself with the stock PS2 controller. Some of 
you will be able to make do with what God Sony hath given thee 
-more同werto you, I say. Another minor gripe: there aren’t any 
other hidden characters other than Dural as far as I've played -it 
would have been cool to see a couple of Shenmue characters 
make an appearan田 PerhapsVF5 will tie into the series som争
what, or characters from the game will show up in future install司

ments. This would give the VF cast a bit more depth than they 
have now. 

The bottom line is; do whatever you have to do （恰gally)to 
grab a copy of Virtua Fighter 4 as soon as it hits your 
favorite game store. The more you play it, the deeper it gets, 
and you'll be a be恥 r旬htinggamer because of it, guaranteed 

The Nationa』ChiropractyAssociation would 
like to remind you: Spines cannot bend 90・
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亡二

For those of you that th』nkthe GBA 
(Gameboy Advance) is just a minor upgrade from the 

Gameboy Color, I suggest you check out the 

new gem from Namco: Tekken Advance. I 

have always been a strong Tekken player 

on the PSX platforms and I was disap-

pointed by the poor showing of Tekken Tag 

on the PS2. Lo and behold, Namco pulls 

out of its ass the best damn portable fight-

ing game ever. Without doubt this game is 

the best. While some of you lame-ass 

Street Fighter fans are all over the GBA’S 

Super Street Fighter, it is this Tekken 

Advance game that now holds my balls to 

wall. I can・tstop playing this cart. 

neu1euts 

Some new moves have been kicked in for all the characters 

as well as signature moves. Because the game has sprites 

instead of polygons the grabs are not as dynamic and are 

typically just a string of hits 

, The controls work very well 

Let’s start with the different 

modes. There is Arcade, Vs Battle, Time 
Battle of the Ugly Heads! 

• and are superior to the 

Street Fighter, half circles 

and a six-button game can’t 

be converted as well as the 

Tekken series. In the 

Tekken Advance you have a 

kick, punch, grab, and tag 

button. Spending about an 

hour in the practice mode 

will put you over the top 

Just looking at all the moves 

puts saliva on my tongue. 

Attack, Survival, 3 on 3 Arcade, 3 on 3 Battle, and 

Practice which you will need a lot of. Most of you Tekken 

fans should be familiar with all these modes. To make note, 

the Vs modes are 2 player but you will need the link cable, 

an extra Tekken Advance ca同andof course a second GBA. 

Having a friend is a plus but not actually necessary. You 

could always go play with your local hookers on the corner 

while they are between Johns. There is also a great options 

screen with diffi-

culty, fight count, 

time, controller 

setup and the 、H
records screen 

This setup is so 

much like the 

console versions 

that I practically 

pissed my pants 

I started ASAP 

on the Arcade 

mode with the 

thought that I 

Maybe I should mention all the characters 

Xiaoyu, Yoshimitsu, Nina, Law, Gunjack, Hwoarang, 

Paul, King, Jin, and the one secret boss man character him-

self Heihachi! To play as Heihachi you just got win with all 

the characters in Arcade mode. I was reminded of the first 

Tekken on the PSX when I played this game and to tell the 

truth I think it is better all around. The speed of the game 

rules and the action is very tight. I wish I could find some 

negative things to say cuz I am such a bastard but 

hell. .. they got this one right. The more I play it the 

more I love it and that is what a great game is all 

叶 about.Not only can I recommend this game to every-

one but I also think this game is worthy of the first 

portable handheld fighting game tournament. Maybe 

Namco can give us a call here at Foul and we can 

arrange something. Right now I gotta go and kick 

some Heihachi ass with Yoshimitsu. Go buy this 

game you lazy fuck! NOW! 

was a seasoned Avoid the space-time rift on the floo『・

Tekken veteran 

and could wipe butt in a heartbeat. I changed the round 

count to one so I could beat the game quickly and get what-

ever extra characters I could find. I did eventually win but not 

without immense trouble and some continues, so much for 

hard mode, time to turn it back to normal. The ending was 

lame, it said I was the champ and gave me some credits 

big deal. Where was my hidden character? Frustrated, I 

tried some other modes. The 3 on 3匂gmode was great, 

fast, efficient and again, a ch剖lenge.I am not a fan of the 

tag crap but on the po吋ableit seemed kind of fun. The 

graphics are just perfect. Most of the animations are there 

www.foulmag.com 
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Crappy Xbox had 
to get a title I've 
been wa耐 ngfor. Why, 

oh, why couldn’t Jet Set Radio 
Future be on a console I actual-

ly liked? But I guess Xbox need-

ed another great title besides 

Halo, so I can’t be that mad. 

Hopefully this isn’t an Xbox 

exclusive (hopefully). For those 
of you who went out and bought 

an Xbox, your gaming needs 

have been quenched for now 

This latest addition to the lack-

ing line up is definitely a must 
have. For those of you who did-

n’t have the luxury of playing Jet 
Grind Radio on Dreamcast, here is what you missed. 

Jet Grind Radio was one of the most unique titles to 
come out in along time. It offered a great storyline, unique 
graphics, cool music and creative gameplay, all while being 

revolutionary in an otherwise stale and rehashed market. 

The story was this: Kids with magnetically powered skates 

cruise the city, tagging up everything, all while eluding cops, 
rival gangs and evil corporations bent on world domination. 
Cool, huh? This was all delivered in a totally different and 

completely new way. The controls took some getting used to, 

but once you learned them, you were skating and tagging 

with the best of them. If you’re one of the lucky people who 
owns a Dreamcast, this is one title you should go out and 
find. Most places sell it for, at most, twenty bucks. 

Some of the things that made Jet Grind so cool were the 
character design and music. The characters were complete-
ly innovative and still are. They weren’t your run-of-the-mill 

designs; they caught your eye for their originality. My one 

gripe is that they made the one chick in the gang, Gum, a 

total hoochie. She was cool in the first one, now it’s nothing 

but low cleavage and panty shots. The music was also kick-
ass, catchy and you found yourself humming along even if 

you didn’t particularly like the song 

This latest installment is no exception. While the story 

seems to be pre悦ymuch the same (skating，匂gging,beat-

ing up rival gangs and cops) this time around, they took out 

some things and added some new stuff. For instance, the 

ability to dash whenever you wanted has been replaced by a 

super dash that takes up 10 paint cans. No longer must you 
stand and perform joystick movements to complete your 

graffiti. Now just whiz by and hold one of the triggers and, ta-

da, instant graffiti 

They also added a whole new batch of moves you can 

pe斤orm,like the ability to bum-rush cops. No longer must 

you run like a bitch, now you can fight back. Also, you now 

have the ability to grind up telephone poles. That’s right, UP. 

And you can grind across telephone wires without the fear of 

electric shock. You also have 

the ability to perform different 
tricks while grinding to speed 

up, which helps a lot. And 
finally, they added a versus 

mode where you can race 

and tag battle. But, unfortu-

nately, there is no coopera-
tive multiplayer mode. 

They should have put it in 

this time around. It would 
have been fun to skate 

around and tag up with your 

gang. This time around, the 

environments are huge; this 

allows for a lot more grind-

ing, tricking and tagging 

While they did add some new 

stuff, they took out some other things. In the first game, you 
had the ability to wall ride on anything. Now you can only 

wall ride on certain billboards. They also took out the timer 

on each level, which isn・ttoo bad, but that clock added a 

sense of ”Man I gotta hurry up and find this last tag before 

the cops shoot me down and the time runs out!" Now you can 
just lollygag about and do whatever. They also got rid of the 

whole Internet feature that allowed you to trade your home-

made tags and chat with other jet grinders 

While there are a lot of new additions and a lot of things匂ken

out, Jet Set is still a very fun game and, while fans of the first 

might gripe about some things, once they sit down and play the 
game they will be pleasantly su刷鈴d.It d偲 sfeel like the game 

has been simplified a bit but not enough to insult those of us who 

sat down and mastered it加わre.They've just made社soanybody 

回 nplay without making it super easy. This is still a solid title that 
makes me think twice about an Xbox pur℃hase 
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Konami has always 
been at the forefront of 
the Olympic video 
gan官es. Since the old arcade 

Track and Field, the company has 

been the center of the smashing-but-

tons-for-speed genre. Personally I 

think most of the competing games 

are retarded. That was until Smash 

Fa回 Gamesreleased this weird but 

revolutionary vision of things to come. 

This being the year of the 

Olympic winter games out in Salt 

Lake City, Utah; all the hype has 

spawned a number of hot track and 

field style titles. This is the first one 

with actual support from the Special 

Olimpics. Your goal is not just to win, but to compete in a 

wide variety of games that are normally not on the regu・

lar Olympic games. You gain points in every event you 

enter and actually finish in, whether 

you win or lose is not as important 

The nine events I was able to open up 

were the 500 meter wheelchair, 

wheelchair basketball, paraplegic 

swimming, blind javelin throwing, 

down syndrome gymnastics, arm-

less bowling, multiple sclerosis 

golf, blind downhill skiing, and 

one-arm/one-leg softball. While 

these events sound very strange they 

just so happen to work really well. 

First you choose a team. Each team has nine members 

that will try to compete in each event. The game supports up 

to eight players with two players at a time in a tournament 

mode. You臼 nname your players but not create your own 

team. The stats are the same for each team. The difficulty 

comes in the events and controlling them. For each event 

you finish, you are awarded a star. If you can come in top 

three, you will receive the bronze, silver or gold. There is no 

real winner of the entire event. I think the people at Special 

Olimpics were more concerned about the spirit of the games 

and it works to perfection. Never really losing is just as 

good as always winning. That is the spirit of the game 

Each event has a separate yet simple control system. 

Since this is a one-page review, I can't get into each one but 

basically it involves keeping your character from falling over 

with the analog or button smashing with little accuracy. I did 

find out after a few games that a neat trick was to hold the L 1 

and R1 together to help the person win. Try it and you will 

see what happens. 

ne111eUfs 

My favorite event 

turned out to be the blind 

javelin throw because you 

actually had to play the 

game without a screen. 

As you begin the run, the 

screen turns black and you 

have to count to five then 

toss the javelin. After it 

lands, you see how far it 

actually went. Also, the 

wheelchair basketball was 

cool but played more like 

horse than real b-ball and, 

instead of five on five, it was 

three on three 

The graphics were 

very average for this type of game. I have yet to see any 

Olympic type games with phenomenal graphics. The move-

ment was smooth, though, and I got a good laugh with the 

MS golf cuz your guy falls down after each 

swing. I think it might be a bug or I was doing 

something wrong, but it was fucking funny. 

This game does a great job of bringing to 

light the dedication it takes to being a Special 

Olimpian. It had a section for you to watch real 

athletes仇at匂lkabout the positive experien白 S

the games have had on their lives. Mostly the 

game wants you to donate some money to your 

local charity foundation. Being politi伺 llycoπect 

has now entered the gaming industry and I for 

one am glad. If you have a heart you will buy this 

game because ten dollars from every sale will go 

towards a fund for Special Olimpians. Since the game is a 

budget Playstation 2 game for only $19.99, then this might even 

qualify as a匂xwrite-o汗
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over end, landing on your roof 

By the time the animation is 

over and the game decides to 

right your vehicle, that time had 

zipped down to 5 seconds and 

you have to hit the restart but-

ton. The lack of a practice mode 

means that you'll be restarting 

over and over until your fin-

gers are numb (or you throw 

your controller through your TV 

in frustration）。Replayvalue is 

one thing, but where's the 

value if you always feel 

cheated somehow? 

Imagine a儒ghtingga阿梅

where there were blood and bruis-

es when you or your enemies or 

got hit, but everyone was invincト

ble-dumb idea, huhつApplythis 

"principle＇’ to a driving action 

game, and you get凶庁・eck/essfor 

the Xbox, a game that could have, 

and should have been better. I’ve 
said it before, and l’II say it again: 

great graphics don't make a 

great game, and Wreckless is a 

prime example of this fact. Yes, it’s 

lovely to look at, but if you want 

sheer frustration multiplied by 

some poor design decisions, you 

should run right on down and drop 
Dude really cherried out his golf-cart 

Again, graphically, it all looks 

incredible with gorgeous lighting, detailed cars and build-

ings, and a well-done (but a bit hectic) replay mode. Just like 

in Super Runabout, the character models are quite cartoony 

and goofy-looking compared to the realistic cars, especially 

Ho and Chang, the wannabe spy pair - one looks like a 

chubbier Elton John and the other one looks like 

Frankenstein’s Monster crossed with Jerry Lewis (reallyり．
The game also loses points 刷 iththe disappearing cars and 

pedestrians popping out of buses and trolleys with about 

three frames of animation-not good at all. The music and 

sounds don't impress as much as the visuals, though -

like the gameplay in凶ケ・eckless,there’s a lot of repetition. Oh, 

and one more gripe: Yakuza in Hong Kong? Uh, riiiight. 

fifty bucks right away on this one. What's so wrong with this 

game are the Ii悦lethings that the developer, Bunkasha left 

out in a rush to turn this from a PS2 to an Xbox title. What 

things, you ask? Well, a practice or time trial mode so that 

you could learn the controls and get used to some of the 

courses, a way to tinker your car settings, and maybe a two-

player mode (so you could e町oythe game with your Xbox-

less friends} for starters. 

The game owes a huge amount to Super Runabout for 

the Dreamcast, which was a lot more fun than Wreckless, 

simply because players had more freedom to drive anywhere 

(except water), and the overall balance was a bit more fair. 

Some of the same people worked on both games, so I guess 

they were trying to improve on a few elements rather than 

create something entirely fresh. The main draw here 

(besides the amazing graphics) is the ability to smash any 

vehicle and some objects in the environments to pieces, 

which becomes more of an annoyance than anything else 

The really stupid things here are that the damage is only cos-

metic and hitting stuff only costs you time, rendering the 

damage e仔ectspointless. Also, taking a shortcut off the beat-

en path will sometimes get the words ”wrong way" plastered 

onscreen, and you get teleported way over in the right direc-

tion, which would be fine, if this were a track-based racer. At 

least in Super Runabout you could go all over looking for 

shortcuts and jumps, and you earned bucks for smashing 

stuff up, which made crashing into stuff on the way to your 

goal somewhat fun. 

The game has a Mission mode, where you select 

either a pair of female cops or a pair of wannabe spies and 

take on the Yakuza in assorted scenarios. If you've played 

Super Runabout, the structure is similar: choose your mis-

sion, grab a car, pick a mission, and go! Although the controls 

are simple, getting your car to do what you want to seems to 

be a matter of luck, skill, and occasional clairvoyance. 

Sometimes, you'll have 20 seconds left and your goal in 

sight, get rammed by an enemy or CPU vehicle and flip end 

Despite my ranting, once you come to grips with the 

controls and limited gameplay, Wreckless is actually a fun 

game (for about an hour or so) that deserves a much more 

accessible sequel with more options than what ended up on 

store shelves. As it is, the game is worth a rental just to ogle 

the graphics as a spectator, but if you’re looking for an easy 
ride, pick up the controller at your own peril 

Don’t stop to check your map while you’re on 
the train-tracks 
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The first thing I will 
say is this game is not 
Crazy Taxi! The only thing 
that Smashing Drive and Crazy 

Taxi have in common is that you • • 
race around in taxis. In Crazy Taxi, 

you pick up a fare, then race to ran-

dom checkpoints within a certain 

amount of time. Smashing Drive, 

on the other hand, is a straight up 

check-point racer a lot like the Yu 

Suzuki classic Out Run except this 

has a futuristic New York City 

theme. To be honest, the car really 

did not have to be a taxi. It could 

have been any soパofcar. 

The game, graphically-speaking, looks like a high-

rez, ram-expansion endeavor for the Nintendo 64 leaving 

a lot -and boy do I mean a lot -to be desired. Namco is 

definitely capable of putting out a better product and the 

GameCube is well equipped to run more advanced soft-

ware. I can・treally say 
who or what dropped 

the ball on this. If you 

are expecting this 

game to be the reason 

to own a Cube, then 

you’re a BOOB! If you 

have played every-

thing out for the Cube 

and haven’t tried this, I 

sternly suggest you 

rent this game before 

you buy it. You never know, you may like it. I almost did if 

it weren’t for the sound! The effects do not affect you, and 

the sound track sounds like a methadone clinic with 

George Michael on the Karaoke machine -pretty lame if 

you ask me. 

The game play is nothing new at all. If this were 1989, 

this game would have been amazing. Alas, it is not. The 

year is 2002 and Grand Turismo is the king of driving sims 

and Crazy Taxi rules as the arcade racer with a small touch 

of Cruising whatever-the-hell USA, Zimbabwe. You know 

the one. This game is a real bore if you do not pick up any 

power-ups. The taxi does go at a snail pace and the horn 

wears out quickly, so traffic can be a real fuckin' pain in 

the ass. The sonic just makes a lot of noise and blows shit 

up, the repair does just that, the crash can go through just 

about any thing and the turbo is the most important thing 

to get. If you miss any of these, you might as well start 

over. The cutter is the 

weakest weapon, the glider 

is good to get other power 

ups and the 4x4 lets you 

smash anything, just like 

the crash, but you’re a bit 

taller, so you can grab 

power-ups 

To be honest, this 

is not game of the year 

You will beat the arcade 

mode in 45 minutes or less 

This was a port straight 

from the arcade with no 

add-ons. This is not like 

Namco at all. Why would you get this gameつMaybeyou 

have money to burn, maybe you just want to try it or maybe 

you loved it in the arcade and you simply can・tget enough 
of it. Maybe someone lied to you and told you it was great 

I can't say 
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咽画

昌国巴「e9凶ILCロH

．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．． ．． 
PC gamers looking fo『ag『eatoff-road driving fix will find lots to 
like about Screamer 4x4, one of Virgin Interactive’s”＇Anywhere, Anytime, 20 
Bucks”series of games. I wasn’t expecting an州 1ngmore than a de偲 nt,
bouncy ar・回 de-styleracer, but boy was I surprised-this is one of the best 
pure driving experiences I've ever had. The game has a ridiculously high 
learning curve, which will tum o宵amateurroad hogs even on the eas問 tse制ng.

The title Screamer is actually a cruel joke - most of the time you spend rac-
ing you’II barely reach 90mph, and that's only on courses with rare straight-
aways. Most of the time you’re bouncing over rocks, crawling slowly and 
回 refullyup hills, and st川 gglinglike a madman to keep from flipping over as 
you’re sailing downhill. The only screamers will be those unprepared for such 

a cool physi岱 lesson.This is definitely a game which requires Zen-like con-
centration. There are five gameplay modes, for single or online play, but this 
is the sort of game that回 tersto the individual rather than a wide online com-
munity. l伺 nsee it now: 4 other players bouncing, tumbling, crawling and 
screaming as they struggle to finish a single race - fun; big fun! 

The game boasts some extremely sharp graphics featuring detailed vehi-
cles with amazingly realistic working headlights to match the stellar physics 
model. Although the vehicles take no visual damage, you回 nadjust this so 
that you’H experience a more realistic off-road experience. You probably 
won't finish any race you enter and bash your keyboard against your moni-

tor, but hopefully you’re above such behavior. The envi-
ronments are solid, but look a bit alike at first glance-
you'll have to navigate through them to really discern the 
differences. You伺 nalso create your driver and co-driv-
er, adjust the weather, time of day and tweak a few 
e宵ectson and o仔Themusic and sound effects are well 

done and appropriate 

The only gripe I have is the game doesn't support ce下
旬incontrollers. I know some of you out there回 ndeal 
with keyboard driving, but a game this accurate 
demands some sort of analog control. Other than that, 
you won't find anything to re剖lydislike about Screamer 
4x4. Don’t let the budget price fool you one bit-this is 
one game that's easily worth twice the money, and 
better than many other off-road ra回 rsout there. 

An。ther。fVirgin's $20””eup of PC games, 
Original War is a real-time strategy game that's stuck 
in some sort of time warp both literally and figuratively. 
It has a few neat touches, but its faults beat it down to 
the level of a Super NES title, and that's a stretch. It's 

not a terrible game, but If you're looking for the next 
level in gaming bliss, you won't find it here. The 
plot is weird, the graphics and sounds are dated, and 
the gameplay borders on frustrating. Strangely 
enough, it's so同ofaddictive, but only if you're willing 
to forgive a load of annoyan回 S

邑回目「ee凶ILCロH

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・．．．．．．．．．．．． 
operate it is in Russia (if you choose the U.S.), or in the U.S. (if you 
choose the Soviets), and you have to (get this) go back and train ape-
men to fight for your cause! Yes, ape-men. Normally, a plot point like 
that immediately sends games like this one to the bottom of my must-
play list, but I have a review quota to meet, so onward we go. 

The plot is some time』travelcraziness involving the 
Americans, Russians (and later on, the Arabs), and 

some miracle machine that will let whoever owns it rule 
the world. The only problem is that the fuel needed to 

Page 24 

There's a definite old-school appeal, if you’re into older DOS titles like 
Mission Fo陀 e:Cyberstorm, but OWfalls short with its lame pathfinding, 
item specific characters and RPG-like level up system. Sure it・snice 

that your guys gain experience and skills, but you’II be reloading saves 
constantly when one of them gets killed after s/he gets stuck behind a 
rock or some other object on the terrain. Even though OW  is supposed 
to be a real-time strategy game, it plays like connect-the吋dotsin 30, 
with its puzzle game level design 

Graphically, the game screams 1997, and despite some nicely 
detailed textures and environments, I really can’t see why you need a 
Pentium Ill 450 with 64MB of RAM to run this game. The music and 
voices are decent, but the game has the tendency to swap out voices 
on characters, which is confusing if you’re trying to follow the plot 
Finally, the game is probably a bit too difficult for beginners, but RTS 
veterans will probably be interested in it at the budget price while they 
wait fo『印izzardto finish Warcraft Ill. 
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music + POLITICS 

L1ee.erman凶anヒS何 Hano1nHロ凶 Game富岡「eman~eヒeo

Aln崎剖 fr，。m 制時 S旬同d vlcle。gaming,
胸 rehave b鴎 nattemp飴toI句i封書院ethe content of the 
g町陽s.Cong『田shas held hearings in the past陪garcι
ing 制回gam田 ，f阻』singon凶hviolen僧 and田＇x-
the last large assault coming against・＇NightTi悶p”（Sega
CD) and Mo『1alKombat (for the Genesis, due to b』αxi
and 明nishingmoves"). 

刊elast round of Congressional inquiri鶴岡 to
the indu鈎yformation of the Enter制 nmentSoftware 
Review Board （”ESRB”）， wh記hrates video games 
based upon仇eircontent. A附10ughvolun凶 yin na削除，

all la市econ回 lemanu勉cturesapply for ESRB ratings 
for their games, as many national re旬梅雨（nodoubt 
w田 suredby the fear of govemmen匂Iinterven加n)will
not sell games that are not ESRB rat1凶

Ap問問ntly,Congress may not be詞加偽dw肋

the e偽 ctivenessof the ratings. At w田 ent,the ratings 
have no同aim伺 ning;it is not a violation of any SPEト
cific s匂teorlo伺 Iregulation to adve附seor sell or adver-
tise "Mature" rat凶 gamesto mino隠 Theenemy of the 
industry in Congre鈴 ，aln10st胡 cePres蜘 ntand still-
Senator Joe Lieberman, is on国 againon the attack. 
New岡崎la加nproposed last year, but still making恥

W町 throughCongress, is nothing less than a legislative 
attempt to restrictめeFirst Amendm開 t

Senator Lie国 nnanintr叫 U僧 dthe bill titted the 
”Media Ma政.etingAαぉun泊bil世yAct." If pas鵠 d,the act 
would prohibit”adult rat剖” med同（musに，movesand 
games）官αn凶 1ngmarketed to minors. Under the bill, 
advertising or marketing is匂rget1凶 tominors”百社』S

intentionally dir・制剖 atminors, present凶 toan audi-

島国 D司ue5t:e1n ．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．． ．． 
en目。fwhict可asubs匂ntial問 rcer晦 geis
minors・・ or if the Federal Trade 
Commission "detennir鳩sthat the adver-
悩喝 ormarketing』sothe附鴎d時 d剖

or包rget剖 tominors.”That, of course, 
恰avesthe FTC with the ability to deter-
mine that any marketing伺 mpaignis 
W母et回 tomino『s，＇’unlessundertak聞
in adult・onlym司組問sor induded in 
information in鈴市ind伊悶悔同僚ag儲 ，

加er凶 ＇tilesor b世釘ytickets. 

The act wou附 treatma巾釧ngof 
adult materials to minors a violation of the 
FTC M関市garding”Un制ror De僧 ptive
P『百ctices,"and thus would come a 
$10,000 civ"I fine for eaめvio恰伽n,whi曲
then inαeases$10，似加わ『回出daythat 
the fines are not paid.判、e陪 isa safe har-
加rprovision in the act that would avoid 
the鎗陣na悩esif the倒 n問nyis問同of
an industry回 deaぉociationthat rates 
produc包 andhas put a system in p胞団

itself for臨時n回llyself-policing the provi-
aα可sof the act, including the l自1vyingof 
penalties. 

If the lawis同SS剖 ，therewill 凶 four
choices for the田伽varemanu俗α』rers:

1. ,Pa『脳同1tein the ESRB pr珂ramand, 
if the p『ogramfalls into the掴 fehar加r

www.foulmag.com 

provisions of the act，国sub伊dto possト
ble問団ltyprovi駒 nsfor "marketi咽 b
minα-s"; 
2.Pa附d問tein the ESRB program and, 
町甘沼防司悶md僧 snot fall into the輔自e
岡市orprovisions of the act, risk se同ous
civil問nalt臨 f町 marketingto minors; 
3. Pa柑d岡tein the ESRB p~句悶mand 
not re岡田anymaterial rat•剖 Mat1』『e; or 
4. Cease問『ticip副onin the ESRB pro-
g『ヨ町1

Yes，廿18t'sright, if the so伽va『e
ma nu勉ぬ』rershave the guts to s泊ndup 
to Cα瑚『田s(if the bill問sses).t同y
should refu田 tolet their games be剛 凶．

If the game is not rat1剖 ，the act will not 
apply to the marketing of the game -
remem加に it only app恥dto volun畑rily
rat1剖 games- and the law will回同
w仙 no恰eth.To do otherwise and follow 
along with the back-doorαensorship 
a世.emptby Senator Li陪bermanwill do 
nothing n10re but lead the entertainment 
industry to咽『tithe ace印刷伺 ofgov-
emmental control over content. The 
videogame industry has to stand up to 
the would-be僧 n釦隠 andst1叩 p畑ying
their game! 

自竺三j















Open Daily Noon to 1 OPM 
18 Saint Marks Place 
New York, NY 10003 
2唱2圃 539－咽039

LOWEST PRICE POLICY 
town. 

If you find any advertised price that is lower than ours, we will not only match 

it but, we will beat it by $1. 

in Price Lowest the haue UJe 

Under the following conditions ... 

1. Store must be within 5 miles and established. 

2. Policy does not apply to on-line stores. 

3. Item must be in stock at time of purchase. 

4. Policy does not app~ to pre叫oussales. 

)fall 蜘 veare刷出甜it抱胸solediscretion of the m釦勾erlobeat the聞 1petitor'sp間 Managerhぉfinalau由州 Whi陪
we he陀 atMu蜘削1af田｜酌at。urpr間宮制限npe凶ve,there are 鈎冊印St•町間偲川田 thinkwe are o明rpricE姐.P胎ぉeaccept 
削rpr除抑制『唱凶icyぉacha加司RWe明 ntour store旬beknownぉ胸ぬeapests伽einto酬 制問wanly叫 b除Ip凶

P悟掛陶句inmind肋at刷rcustom町田阿l田 恒 陶 加tin甘1eci旬．
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Fe 恥盲目nes

By Zach Meston 

Sim Copter: 
We・reHere, We're Queer, We Program in C 
In late 1996, Jacques Servin was just another overworked, underpaid, homo-
sexual game designer at Maxis, the company behind such hits as SimCity, 
The Sims, and The SimCity Sim. Management was cracking the whip on 
Servin, who was programming the company's latest title, SimCopter. They 
refused his numerous requests for R&R and, much to Servin’s dismay, 
unanimously approved his sexist animations of well-endowed women. 

”Ultimately, I was kind of pissed o仔，”Servinsaid in the December 7, 1996 
edition of the Los Angeles Times, one of several newspapers to pick up the 

story. Thirsty for mischief, Servin delved into the program code and altered the 
game’s reward sequence, which was supposed to show a brass band. Now, 

the majority of the time, the player was instead ”rewarded”with the sight of 
gay men maki『igout. (Servin hadn’t intended the sequence to appear quite as 

o世enas it did, but ”Unfortunately, my random-number generator didn’t work as 
I'd planned.”） 

Maxis shipped roughly 78,000 copies of the game to stores before the egg 
was discovered. Servin was immediately fired, and Maxis issued a patch to fix 

the ending. Maxis spokesman Patrick Buechner naturally avoided describing 
the nature of the patch by saying "It’s supposed to be a brass band. There is 

no brass band there ... I’m not going to make any calls on the interpretation of 
what it is" 

[; I h """' p rt of I 旬 gg'(whi 
リissuelike a good boy or girl’you would know is a hidden joke in software o『

日games),w官takea look at the latent homosexuality in helicopter simulators and 

l thetiml…ss humor of farting and sex noises. Join us, w川 ou?-Seth ~ 

In a press release Servin issued after the egg was discovered, he 
described the scene thusly: ”.. Everywhere you look, muscle studs kissing 

everything in sight, especially one another. .. On top of police stations and 
hospitals, kiss-ins! Instead of riots, instead of tuba bands, queer PDAs (public 

displays of a仔ection]!Instead of shoppers and criminals, wild boys！” Hormone 
check, Jacques! 

」笠竺さ www.foulmag.com 



PO・ed:
I Fart In Y。urGeneral Direction 
I'm a card-carrying member of the Grown-Ups Club, but I still giggle like 

a schoolgirl when someone in my immediate vicinity cuts the cheese. 

(Pretty much any bodily function cracks me up, no doubt a result of my 

white-trash roots.) The best video game tribute yet presented to pooting 
is contained within PO'ed, a first-person shooter with the dubious 

distinction of bombing (so to speak) on both the 300 and the 

PlayStation platforms. The game has a”fart code”which, when activated, 
causes the game's”butt monsters" (which are indeed giant asses with 
legs) to make gaseous noises when they shoot at you. Here's how you 
do it: Select Load Game on the main menu and press L 1 + L2 + R1 + 

R2. Exit the Load Game menu. During the game, the butt monsters 
engage in farting fun. 

In your Saturn: a lowly RPG. 
In your PC: juicy farts and 
orgasms! 

Fel¥盲目11es

Albert Odyssey: 
Oh, yes ••• Oh, YES ••• 
OHHH, YESSS!! 
Albert Odyssey is a role-playing game 
or RPG, for those of you who love 

acronyms, released • for the Sega 
Saturn in 1997. It was also the first of 

a half-dozen RPGs from the game 

company Working Designs for which I 
wrote the English translation. (Game 

Informer Magazine called Albert 
Odyssey ”The Funniest RPG Ever！”， 
but they've been on my payroll since 

1992, so they don’t count.) I was 
delighted when I was told about AO's 

vulgar sound secrets, and I'm equally 

delighted to spill them here. 

If you insert the Albert Odyssey CD 

into your PC, instead of the Sega Saturn for 

which it was intended, you can listen to 

hundreds of sound files in the AIFF format. Two of those files (aff0001 

and afs0001) aren’t heard anywhere in the game; they were placed on 
the CD exclusively as Easter eggs to be found by clever Saturn own-

ers. The first sound file is a medley of juicy farts, while the second 

百leis a woman in the throes of orgasm. (Or so I'm told, because 

I've never heard such a thing.) 

Victor Ireland, the president of Working Designs, says he 
had to truncate the orgasm file, which became much too porno-

graphic much too quickly. As for the fa同medley,lefs not th回同ze

on its O『igins- although Taco Bell is a good guess 

is a woman加 the

thr・。es。f

Commodore Amiga: 
Slamming the Suits 
These days, I do my computing on a PC, but there 
was a magical time when I did everything on a 

Commodore Amiga. The Amiga had a SOUL, man, 

and I'll get into a bloody fistfight with anyone who 

disagrees with me. Unfortunately, Commodore was a 
company that never had a clue how to market their 

marvelous computer - and even the designers of the Amiga knew it. 

In the earliest versions of the Amiga’s Workbench operating system 

(up to 1.2), you could activate the following code. Click in the background, 
then hold down Shift, Alt, and one of the function keys. Each of the ten 

function keys causes a different message to appear on the status bar 

at the top of the screen. If a disk is ejected while the three-key combo 

is being held down, an 11th message appears：寸heAmiga, Born a 
Champion." Reinsert the disk and a 12th message very quickly flashes 

on the screen：”We made A『niga,they fucked it up.”A subtle slam of 

Commodore's management? Perhaps. The message flashed too 

quickly to snag with a screen grabber, although you could slow the 

message down long enough to read it by running several programs at 
once. (Yes, the Amiga was a multitasking computer in 1985.) 

Commodore never publicly commented on the slam, but instead 

changed the message in version 1.3 of Workbench. When the disk was 

ejected and reinserted, the screen flashed ”Still a Champion. ”Uh-huh. 

Commodore kicked the bucket nearly a decade later, the bastards. In addition to displaying p』cturesof ballerinas, the 
Commodore could also mock its manufacturer. 

www.foulmaa.com 
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FOUL FINDS FIL TH: 
A shocking expose of gender 
confusion in some of the gaming 
world’s most prominent stars! 
Foul has done its homework and we have uncovered the ugly side 

of some popular game characters. We must take note here that 

what you are about to see and hear is only a small part of the sul-

try seductive ways of the gaming underground. These char-

acters have been with us for years and only now has 

their true nature been revealed. 

When 
this picture 
was shown to us 
we could not believe what 
we saw. It seems that Mega 
Man had gotten the full operation 
and is now a Mega Woman. How 
could he do such a thing? Just take a 
look at the picture and admit it, she/he is real-
ly fucking hot. Who knew that under all that 
metal was a beautiful woman waiting to jump 
out. I am sure Dr. Wiley is not going to be a 
problem for her anymore. Come to think of it 
maybe it was Dr. Wiley who performed the 
operation. It would explain all those 
sequels. 

We were n。tsure if Snake was in 

disguise or drag but we were not the ones about to ask 
him. We have to admit that he does have sexy eyes. 

也ど三 WWW.foul町田g.com



Tekken has 
always been 
a fav・。rite
here at Foul. So 
when rumors 
were circulating 
that Jin Kazama 
was a little light 
in his steps we 
had to send out 
a private dick. It 
turns out that the 
rumors were 
true and that Jin 
is a flaming 
homo. We took 
this picture just 
outside of Mrs. 
Fields clothing 
store. He looks 
dressed to kill. 

Thr。ugh。ut
gaming history 
there has been a 
huge shortage of 
female game char-
acters. The rea-
sons are many but 
we think it all start-
ed with Ms. Pac-
Man. She was hot and 
sexy and all the boys 
wanted her. .. all the girls 
could relate to her strength 
and the way she ate those 
ghosts. As it turns out. .. there 
never was a Ms. Pac-Man only 
Mr. Pac-Man in drag. Do you see the 
way his hips are shaped? A dead give-
away for a guy. 

FOUL Fe恥盲目11e

Ryu may 
seem tough on the out-

side but just like J. Edgar he likes 
the ladies panties. Here we 

catch him trying out Sakura's 
outfit. He can still kick your ass 

even in a dress. 

www.foulmaa.com 

Here we 
found Mari。
out in the West 
Village near 
Christopher Street 
on a Friday night. 
We wonder where 
Luigi is at the 
moment and 
remember that he 
thinks Mario is lost in 
some mansion. Bad 
Mario! 

ー，H血、.；－，
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In a car accide”もP

Let’s say you’re driving down the road 
and in the front seat you have your console 
all hooked up. On your Ii悦leLCD you’re 
playing some kick ass driving game 
against your friend at 80 MPH. All of a 
sudden a truck pulls out in front of you and 
you crash. Which is better? 

The Xbox is a much heavier unit and 
would most likely fly through the window 
before you do breaking the glass into a mil-
lion paパsthus saving your face from many 
hours of reconstruction surge叩．

The Gamecube would bounce around 
some inside your car and would more than 
likely smack you in the face. Also the Cube 
has many sharp corners giving way to 
more cuts than needed. 

In this case the Xbox is 100% the winner. 

巨竺竺

vJ. 
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Sfry divi”g? 
Imagine your friend invites you out for some 

daredevil sky diving tricks. The first jump includes 
a game system stunt. Which system do you bring? 

The Xbox is the heavier unit and you would fall 
fast like a brick t叩ingto play this thing. I know that 
Newton created some bullshit about gravity but 
c’mon ... the Xbox is about as aerodynamic as an 
air conditioner. It would suck to die while playing 
Wreckless at ten thousand feet. The headlines 
would be laughable. 

The Gamecube, on the other hand, is small 
and light and even has a handle. You would float 
to the ground like a feather. Make sure to be play-
ing Super Monkey Ball's Monkey Target game just 
for the extra luck. 

Without a doubt, the winner is the Gamecube. 



Ocea”crui.s-e in the Atla”もic?

You finally scored a vacation and you bring your 
favorite game system. You are out on the deck playing 
that great game in the ocean breeze. Out of nowhere 
you see the iceberg and have to jump ship. 

The Xbox cord gets wrapped up on your foot since 
the damn cable is ten feet long and when you hit the 
water the Xbox nails you on the forehead. Then it starts 
to take on water and carry you to Davy Jones locker. 
You suck in about four gallons of water and realize on 
your last breath that you died because the Xbox sucked. 

The Gamecube floats like a piece of wood. With the 
handle on the top you easily hold on waiting for the res-
cue plane. The wonderful purple system is spotted like 
a beacon and you are saved all because the Gamecube 
rocked. 

Gamecube wins again. 

FOUL岡田目、DR

’” a .,i.st .,ight? 

Maybe you have seen Fight Club too often and on 
weekends you go into bars looking to kick some ass. You 
always have a game system on hand when you’re just 
plain bored. 

The Xbox really comes in handy in fights. Weighing 
a whopping eight pounds it is better than a cinder block. 
No matter how big your opponent the Xbox is one tough 
item. Smack ’em in the forehead to stamp the big X onto 
their foreheads. They won't forget what happened for a 
long time. 

The Gamecube is a fairies weapon. If you are seen 
with some small purple cutesy cube your ass is grass. 
Not only will your butt be kicked but most likely they will 
do it while you try to play Smash Melee. Pikachu was 
never meant to be a tough fighting character. 

We gotta give this one to the Xbox. 

the circumstances. When we tally up the score it’s two to two. Every gamer must decide his or her 
own destiny. No one can say for sure what your needs will be. Ask yourself a few questions before 
asking us”which system is better’＇. Maybe for once you can figure it out on your own. Just take a 

www.foulmag.com 竺竺竺」
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一一一一← GENRE: Action 
Fモ.r~ a町 EL。PER:Actlvlsl側、』.r:...圃zー±ア PUBLIS”ER:Tr，・yarch

一司ーーー－ RELEASE DATE: May 2002 
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GENRE: Fighting 

DEVELOPER: Bethesda s。ftworks
PUBLISHER: Bethesda Softworks 

xeox REL臥 SEDATE: March 2002 

－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－ 

When Elder Scrolls Ill: Morrowind arrives for the X- ter on the land being threatened by a mysterious 
Box this April, RPG fans will have their work cut out force called the ”Blight.”Of course, if you can’t be 
for them. Each of the Elder Scrolls games has been bothered to save the world right away, you回 n
larger than the last. Daggertall, the most recent always run through more than 100 hours of side 
Scrolls title, was released in 1996 and featured a quests or just walk back and forth from one side 
fully explore-able game world roughly the size of of the continent to the other. 
Great Britian. The size and boundless world of 
Dagger均Hwas hailed in many circles as the RPG 
of the year despite its numerous bugs and dated 
graphics, dated even for 1996. 

Characters will be extremely customizable in 
terms of classes, look and equipment. Magical 
spells and potions回 nbe invented on the fly. The 
game looks to be as wide-open as possible and 

With Morrowind, Bethesda Softworks promises the PC version will ship with the same so社ware
to give RPG’ers more open-ended adventures but Bethesda created the game with. There are 
with lovely 3・Dgraphics and hopefully less bugs. rumors that the game-editor may be available for 
The plot will be very hands-o宵，likemassive multi-the X-Box in the future as a download. 
player games, but it will be there. The plot will cen- ；‘ 

GE”RE: RPG 
DEVELOPER:”udson 
PUBLIS”ER: Act’vision 

llt¥MECUE RELEASE DATE: Aprl’20。2

－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－ 

Furries of the world UNITE! Actually ... wait. Elephants, penguins, and moles will all be at 

~~·~：：，i~~~~＂~~J，~ぷ~~88~0~1ぷ号托：：：~:e~~~~~~f~：，忠~：：喝な
Roar: Primal Fury when it arrives this March. sion and should have more fluid ani『nations.
The animal/human hybrid fighting game will Most impo同antly,characters伺 nmorph to their 
play on the GameCube and mark its territory as altered beast form at any time during a match, 
the白隠t30旬hterfor the system. but w出 a姐 U術偲 totheir health. It looks like 

the developer, Hudson, is making a con国『t凶
e宵o同tokeepめegame balanced. 

So, even if you're not a伽rry,you could still 
look fo『wardto Primal Fury. The gameplay is 
allegedly加efedup and the designers have 
剖除gedlytaken advantage of the GC's unique 
architecture. And, of cour田， thebeauty of a 
penguin fighting an elephant is universal. 

www.foulmag.com 

Fury is essentially a fa回附ofBloody Roar 3 
-which, inciden凶ly,was the罰rst30旬hterfor 
the PS2. It didn’t impress anyone with its com-
plexity but many fo司aveit for its spec匂cular
and bizarre graph惚s,plus the fact that you 
could tum into a bunny and then whip首、eshit 
out of someone. 

On the GameCube, there will be more char-
acters. levels, options and a graphical tune』up.

国 竺竺
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IP cl GENRE: Action 

DEVELOPER: Raven Software 

PUBLISHER: LucasArts 

RELEASE DATE: Sp吋ng2002 

・－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－

一一一一一－＿ GENRE: Action 

LucasA同s・upcomingPC title Jedi Outcast is right 
around the comer and it looks like it will deliver on 
the hot, steamy lighιsaber and blaster action that 
the Star Wars nerd inside every one of us craves 

Out.伺 stkindaもO由 picksup where Dark Forces 
II: Jedi Knight left 0任KyleKatam, who at the end of 
Knight was a grand－＜：！悶gonJedi of pure good /evil 
depending on how you played the game, has lost 
his Jedi mojo and given his saber to Luke Skywalker 
for safekeeping. But Lu国 sA同sand their developer, 
Raven So冊ware，国 n'tlet the man just rest in peace 
Theゾvedreamt up a whole new threat to the known 
unive間 Doesit really even matter what it is? 

While some of the level design and textunng 1n 
陥 ightwas uninspir•凶， to put it nicely, the single-
player scr•田nshots of Outcast look great. If the n巴w
game's pretty curved surfaces, high-res textures 

F竺..r2~ DEVELOPER: Luca蜘 ts

＼＼』防援恒産~ _,.,/ PUBLISHER: LucasArts 

RELEASE DATE: March 2002 

．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．． ．．． 
The Star Wars line of s問cecombat has, for the most amplify and focus Gallia’S Force閃wersand use them 
問rt,consistently delivered and last year's Starfighter for against opposing craft. Nym’s bomber retums, but w油、
the PS2 was no exception. Although it had pr•曲Iems w肋 upgradedweapons to help him libe悶tehis home plan-
柏 me-ratesand gameplay, it was a坦 lisfying似 of et骨α判thatsneaky Trade Federati』on.
Phantom Menace d句旬htswith a plo酌nethat fleshed 
α.rt the storyline of the movie. 

So far, J凶 IStarfighter d田 sn'ts田 mto be a de問 r-
ture from that formula. The frame-rates have been 
smoothed and A伽 ckof the Clones will provide the game 
wαid (a比houghnot the plot-line) but the game陪 mains
an ar•但d争style d司自ghterrather than a S問α:l-ftightsim-
ulator. 

Adi’s force powers (lightning, reflex, shield and 
shockwave) are unlock剖 asplayers pr句 ressandare 
a neceぉarypa同ofa successful m回 on.She'll need 
them to damage multiple ships, slow time, prot配 ther 
craft and cause 360-degr•田sof damage, res~ctively, 
as she匂h也topreserve the Mure of the Jedi 

Jedi Starfighter looks like it will deliver all of the Star 
Wars space and air fighting from the original plus 

Nym, the space p悶tefrom the first Starfighter, is the Fo「・ce問we『吉，graphicsenhancements and a sneak 
only retuming playable character and ship. The other peak at 岡市ofthe Clones story. Maybe you回 nuse 
pilot, Jedi Adi Gallia, brings with her a brand-new fighter 比topredictげthemovie is going totally blow or just 
from Clones. The Jedi ship features technology that will slightly suck. 

＠孤§flf0iJ L¥DVL¥NCE  

and kick-ass player models are coupled with the 
realistic animations and immersive environment of 
its pr•凶ecessor, some of us may disappear from our 
family and friends for a week or two. 

Most impoはantlyof all: light-sabers look wicked 
cool with 03・slighting and blurry S刷ng-e育的ts.The 
sabe陪 seemto be even more impo曲 ntto Outcast 
than Knight. For one, your proficiency with the 
weapon increases as you廿avelthrough the game. 
You leam di刊erent”S匂nces”（俗ncingstyles that a陪

used in d1偽 rentsituations) and your blaster-blocl← 
ing skills progress from laughable to damn near 
invincible 

Both the crazies sweating and twitching in their 
Boba Fett costumes and the merely semi-rabid fan-
boys should hopefully find this a worthy addition to 
the series. 

GENRE: Strategy/RPG 

DEVELOPER: Quest 

PUBLISHER: Altus U.S.A. 

RELEASE DATE: Spring 2002 ．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．． ．．． 
If it’s complexity you crave, even in your GBA, ship to your party’s strengths and weaknesses. 

Tactics Ogre: Knights of Lodis will sort you out For instance, ranged attacks benefit from 

this spring. Advance word on the RPG/strategy height; some creatures need to be in water and 

game says it’s got loads of stats, 40 hours of others can take to the air. But wait, that’s not all 

game play and butt-loads of the aforementioned You’ve also got to think about the weather and 

tactics. Tactics is the fourth U.S. Ogre Battle title think about how it will a仔ectyour attacks and 

developed by Quest and set in the same game defense. 

world as the others. 

God only knows how the GBA can handle all 

You can take the main character, a knight these calculations and not blow up, plus there's 

named Alphonse, through courtesan politics, also a mode for the link cable. You can out-think 

sci-fi intrigue and lots of micro-managed battles your friends or trade characters with them, 

on your tiny little screen. Those battles are depending on your mood. It’s the gamer's 

played out on 30 maps where you'll have to answer to boring, old chess! 

take advantage of the terrain and its relation-

www.fou加lag.com Page 4唱



CR: Do you have an Idolつ
Steve-0: The term Idol implies 

imitation, I don’t choose to be like 

anybody else 

CR: Who would you say is your 

greatest influence? 

Steve心：NickDunlap 

CR: If you could live anywhere, 
where would it be? 

Steve-0: Hollywood, where I live 

now. 

CR: If you could have any job? 

Steve-0: Haha, that's funny. 

CR: Be with the woman of your 

dreams? 

Steve心：Jeanine

CR: Who is Jeanine? 

Steve-0: She’s a porn star. If she 

is down, I’m thinking about 

a仕emptingto blow the fastest 

load that the world of porn has 

ever seen with her. 

Page 42 

Seeing as Steve-0 is on a first 

name basis with porn stars, I can 
just imagine what his video I mag 
I DVD collection consists of. 

CR: Do you sleep naked or with 

clothesつ
Steve-0: Depends. 

CR: What is your favorite pos1-

lion? 

Steve-0: All of them I 

CR: What's the craziest sex story 

you回 ntell me? 

Steve-0: I could tell plenty of 

them 

I wonder if Steve-0 remembers 3 
years ago的 Miami,New γears 
Eve with 2 girls and loads of 

’＇Hello Kitty’dolls? Probably 
not ... 

That’s all for now 
Foulies. 

国 tchyou next issue 
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CAPCOM'S new mech-alicious game 
may mean coffee-table upgrade. 

In the ”holy shit that’s cool！” department, Capcom recently 

changed the code name of its semi-secret Xbox project 

”Brainbox.”Its new name will allegedly be ”Tekki”when it's 

released in Japan. This, of course, is not that cool. What is cool 

is that Tekki sounds like it will be the most intensive walking-tank 

(or”me ch”game) to date. The game is in early development but 

there's talk of the game necessitating an astronomically complex 

two-stick-and-40・buttoncontrol panel the size of a Cadillac 

dash with gauges and displays. This, gentle readers, is where we 

can all let out a hearty ”holy shit！” 

Zombies, Riots and Fist Fights: At A 
Theater Near You! 

The Tomb Raider movie seems to have unleashed another 

torrent of video-game movies not seen since the days of Mortal 

Kombat. In addition to the Resident Evil film hitting giga-plexes 

now, State of Emergency, Tekken and House of the Dead will 

soon follow. Variety reported in late February that New Line 

Cinema had partnered with Zide/Perry Entertainment to ”port" the 
game to theaters. How they plan to wring a plot from a balls-out 

riot game is anyone's guess. House of the Dead is late to the 

table of zombie shoot-'em-ups and lacks Mila Jovovich (yowza!) 

but it does have one of Bob Dylans’sons directing. Jesse Dylan, 

who directed the stoner-licious How High, will somehow try and 

make House of the Dead entertaining without light-guns when 

filming starts in early summer. As for Tekken, not much is known, 

except various sources report that Crystal Sky Entertainment won 

the rights after a bidding war lopped out at $60 million and plans 

to work closely with Namco 

We Want Wookies Now, Damnit! 

It’s getting harder and harder to wait for the Star Wars RPG 

Knights of the Old Republic now that all these purdy screen-

shots are flying around the ’Net (www.lucasarts.com/products/swko-

tor). But LucasArts has at least given some (very) vague release 

dates that we can mark in red ink on our calendars. We’II all have 

to wait till fall for the Xbox version and PC gamers will have to 

suck it up until "early 2003”according to a press release hot off 

the wire. The game will take us into the ancient history of the 

Jedi, 4,000 years before the movies. Relax, it ain’t cave-Jedi, 

there are still going to be light-sabers, droids and, of course, 

wookies. 

Some Seattle-ites See WTO Protests In 

State of Emergency 

An article in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer looked into the 

similarities between Rockstar's recent title and the 1999 World 
Trade Organization protests that led to millions of dollars of 

damage and mass arrests. Rockstar made a statement on the 

subject maintaining that the game is completely fictional but 

Seattle Police Chief Gil Kerlikowske was quoted as saying the 

game paints the city in a”bad light" and that it makes light of the 

damage done during the riots 
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State Of Emergency PS2 

Invulnerability 

・L1,L2, R1, R2, X 

Infinite Time 

• L 1, L2, R1, R2, Triangle 

In白川teAmmo 

・L1, L2, R1, R2, Circle. 

Big Player 

・R1,R2, L 1, L2, Triangle 

Little Player 

• R1, R2, L1, L2, X. 

Rest。reSize 

• R1, R2, L1, L2, Circle 

Looters 

• R1, L 1, R2, L2, Triangle. 

Decapitating Punches 

・L1, L2, R1, R2, Square 

Uni。ckCharacters 

• Press Right four times and use 

any face button to unlock a hid-

den character. 

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2x Xbox 

Unlock Treyarch Decks 

• To unlock new Treyarch Decks, pause during gameplay and 

hold L. Then press WHITE, B, UP, A, RIGHT, DOWN, START 

The screen will shake if you've done the code properly 

UFC: Tapout Xbox 

Uni。ckBruce Buffer as a Fighter 

• To unlock Bruce Buffer as a fighter, beat UFC Mode with all 

characters 

Uni。ckFemme Fatale 

• To unlock Femme Fatale, beat her in Arcade Mode (8th 

Match). 

Unlock lce-T 

• To unlock lce-T, beat him in Arcade Mode (10th Match). 

Unlock John McCarthy 

・Tounlock John McCarthy, win UFC Mode with Bruce Bu仔er.

Uni。ckMarl。Yamasaki

• To unlock Mario Yamasaki, win UFC Mode with John 

McCarthy. 

Unlock Mask 

・Tounlock Mask, beat him in Arcade Mode (27th Match) 

Unlock The Cat 

• Unlock The Cat as a playable character by beating her 1n 

Arcade Mode. 

E・PSI¥岡田 TRICl(S

Max Payne Xbox 

c。des

• Go to the main menu screen and push down both of the joysticks 

and L & R all at once. While you hold all of those, press White, 

Black, Black, White, White, Black 

You will get another menu towards the bottom of the screen. Inside 

that menu, there are two options; all guns and ammo. 

To cheat in the game: s泊rta new or saved game and press the back 

button on the controller to access the main menu. Then go into the 

cheat menu and activate the codes by pressing the A button on the 

cheat you wish to activate 

Max Payne PS2 
These codes must be entered at the in-game pause screen! 

lnvu’nerabllity (toggle) 
・L1 L 1 L2 L2 R1 R1 R2 R2 

All Weap。ns

・L1 L2 R1 R2 T 0 XS 

Slow M。ti。ns。unds(t。ggle)
・L1 L2 R1 R2 TS X 0 

Unlimited Bullet Time (toggle) 

・L1 L2 R1 R2 TX X T 

T。unlockall levels ••• 

Play the game until you have passed the first subway level 
Once the next level has loaded, go to the main menu and 
press ... UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, UP, LEFT, DOWN, CIRCLE. 
Go to the load menu and all levels should be unlocked. When 
you start each of the levels you will have the same inventory 
that you had when you completed the first subway level 

Frequency PS2 

Enabler Code 

• Down, Right, Up, Left, Left, Up, Right, Down (Do this at the Title 
Screen to enable the following codes) 

Free Autocatchers 

・Left,Right, Right, Left, Up (DURING gameplay, no pausing) 

Free Multipliers 

• Right, Left, Left, Right, Up (DURING gameplay, no pausing) 

If you would like to submit your favorite codes or some 

other great tips email them to us at tips@foulmag.com. 
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11eLe臥seDl¥Tes 

闘Sp… April-02 

Boulder Dash EX 
2nd Qtr. 2002 Star Fox Adventures June-02 

－ ．一一一一一一一一一
April-02 園山…m

TBA 

Castlevania: White Night Concerto TBA Wrestlemania XS June-02 

Dinotopia: The Timestone Pirates April-02 .hack TBA 

Dragon Ba”z Collectible Card Game June-02 2002 FIFA World Cup TBA 

TBA Akira Psychoba” TBA 

リ圃FireEaters: Zero Bandits TBA Army Men: RTS March-02 

一ーー
TBA Barbarians TBA 

Konami Collector's Series: Arcade Advanced March-02 Battlebots TBA 

TBA Blood Omen 2 March・02

March・02 Chris Edwards Aggressive lnline May-02 

Pinba”of the Dead May-02 Commandos 2 May-02 

TBA Downforce June-02 

May-02 Duke Nuke町、 Forever TBA 

Shrek Swamp Kart Speedway March-02 Evil Twin TBA 

Street Fighter Alpha 3 June-02 Freekstyle May-02 

The King of Fighters EX・NeoBlood Apriト02 Galerians: Ash TBA 

一一一一一一
March-02 Gravitv Games May-02 

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 3 March-02 自…ii tA in 
2nd Qtr. 2002 

May-02 Legion: Legend of Excalibur June-02 

TBA Lethal Skies 2nd Qtr. 2002 

April-02 I Lilo and SUt h 2nd Qtr. 2002 

Batman: Dark Tomorrow TBA Mad Maestro 2nd Qtr. 2002 

一一一一－ーー 一一一一一「
TBA Medal of Honor Frontline June-02 

Bloody Roar: Primal Fury ．…son Heavy吋 tBoxing TBA 

April-02 Mister Mosauito 2nd Qtr. 2002 

帽
Crash Bandicoot: The Wrath of Cortex 2nd Qtr. 2002 I - Need for Speed: Hot Pursuit 2 May-02 

May-02 Rayman Arena May-02 

一一~·~一一一一一一一
Eternal Darkness: Sanity's Requiem June-02 Red Card 20・03 March-02 

一一一一一一
March・02 Return to Castle Wolfenstein TBA 

Legends of Wrestling May-02 Riding Spirits 2nd Qtr. 2002 

一一一一
March-02 Scooby-Doo June-02 

Ma陀 h-02 Shifters March・02

・6 一四一一
May司02 Smash Court Pro Tournament 2nd Qtr. 2002 

March-02 SOCOM: U.S. Navy Seals June-02 
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International Superstar Soccer 2 

James Bond in Agent Under Fire 

LOONS・TheFight for Fame 

Pirates: The Legend of Black Kat 

Shayde: Monsters vs. Humans 

The Elder Scrolls Ill: Morrowind 

The House of the Dead 3 

Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon 

Triple Play 2002 

TBA 

May-02 

June-02 

March・02

TBA 

March-02 

May-02 

April-02 

May-02 

2nd Qtr. 2002 

TBA 

TBA 

May-02 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

March・02

June-02 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

March-02 

TBA 

June-02 

TBA 

June-02 

March・02
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2nd Qtr. 2002 

May-02 

March-02 

TBA 
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COOT:・E・回目、盲目。目S

On the upside, the game brought out my passion for vio-
lence. There is some satisfaction in seeing your opponent's head 
bouncing off the mat as you pummel him, sometimes with a move 
known on the street as a bitch slap. On the ground, the blood flows 
freely and the game is superb. You can set a number of rounds, or 
you can have a match without a time limit. The contests here can 
end quickly, in less than 30 seconds, but they can also last for a few 
minutes among skilled opponents; on the Dreamcast games never 
went past 30 seconds 

Downsides about the game include lack of user control over 
camera angles, sometimes leaving most of the fight blocked by 
either the referee or the cage or its supports, lack of quality com-
puter Al, lack of any sort of training mode, making it hard to learn the 
submissions and defenses, poor sound effects (no music or 
announcers during game play, just repetitive crowd sounds and 
striking sounds) and a lack of full use of the controller. What 
re剖lyis the big letdown, though, is the lack of a career mode -why 
go through the whole process of creating a fighter, choosing his 
style, his clothing, his strengths, only to watch him become the 
champion after three fights? The only way that this makes sense is 
if you need to ship product and won't push the deadline to get it 
done right, which is great for the company's deadline, but sucks for 
us 

That negativity aside, this is a great game that plays well. It will 
be a good addition to your Xbox collection, but if, like me, you want 
to play in a career mode, you’re going to end up with the PS2 ver-
sion. 

【Drakan continued from page旬 ｜

Musically, the game has a way of sneaking up on you-there 
are a few themes that sort of play unobtrusively in the background 
until something like an air battle or boss fight begins, then you get 
one of a few adrenaline-pumping themes that keeps you on your 
toes almost as much as the monster(s) you’re battling. The sound 
e仔ectsand voice acting are also more than competent, and you'll be 
caught up in the story as you enter a new area or seek out informa-
tion needed to complete a task. It’s kind of important not to skip any 
of the cutscenes, as they often hold impo同antplot information, so 
just enjoy them and let your fingers rest for a minute or two 

The game has few flaws-you can occasionally exploit the Al 
1n the game by using arrows or magic to zap faraway enemies while 
they run in circles or stand in place waiting for you to enter a room. 
On the flipside, entering a new area will often have enemy dragons 
immediately locking onto and blasting you before you get a chance 
to blink・you'llbe restarting in seconds if you don't think fast. 
Sometimes, Arokh will get stuck in a place and can’t get to you (forc-
ing a game reload), but save before you land and dismount him, and 
it won’t be a problem at all. And yes, there are some really long 
load times when you load up a save or enter a new area, but 
when you consider that the size of the environments here, you'll get 
over it. Finally, as enemies don’t respawn, you'll find yourself wan-
dering a bit looking for kills to rack up, but this isn’t Gauntlet or 
Baldur・sGate at all. Besides, the game has a horde of secondary 
quests that make it worth a replay if you miss a special piece of 
weaponry or armor. 

So there you have it: Drakan: The Ancients' Gates is yet anoth-
er cool game for you PS2 owners out there looking for something 
different and captivating, and comes highly recommended for those 
who're looking for something a little different from the usual. Pick up 
a copy and enjoy the ride. 
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